Publish or Perish: Fear No More

In this book, Dr. Safary Wa-Mbaleka, a well-published American author, presents several
practical strategies, techniques, and secrets that will certainly make most people publish their
manuscripts in scholarly journals. Seminars based on this book have made several people
publish. Even some papers that were once rejected have now been published, simply by
following the practical guidelines presented in this book. Some students have made major
progress in their thesis writing by applying the same principles. Those involved in academic
writing and some in research methods are reporting great progress after they read this book.
With this book, scholars at all academic levels are getting some strong inspiration in their
publication process. “I wrote five dissertations, but none of these got published. How I wish I
had read this book at the time I started writing my thesis! Now, I have published my work, but
I am learning much from this book on how to improve my writing.” Dr. Genaro Japos
(president of several international research organizations, conferences, and journals, and
holder of 5 doctorates, Philippines). “This is the first book I have ever finished reading in a
short span of time! Excellent style of writing!” (Ranjith Kingston, doctoral student from India)
“As I was reading this book, I felt like the author was talking to me. I always wanted to write
my own book. As soon as I started reading this book, I started writing my first chapter. It has
tremendously inspired me. I am excited to write and complete my first book. Thank you for
the very practical guidelines” (Darlene Kisunzu, College Student in Uganda)
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